
 
 

 
   

 

JAPAN: INVENTORY OF ESTIMATED BUDGETARY SUPPORT  
AND TAX EXPENDITURES FOR FOSSIL-FUELS 

 

Energy resources and market structure 

Japan has negligible fossil-energy resources and relies almost entirely on imported fuels and domestically 
produced nuclear power. The energy mix is reasonably well diversified. Oil is the leading fuel, accounting for 
41% of total primary energy supply. Coal provides just under one-fifth, while nuclear power and natural gas 
contribute about 15% and 17% respectively. Renewables and combustible waste together account for the 
remaining 3%. The share of oil has fallen steadily since the 1970s, largely in favour of nuclear power and natural 
gas, virtually all of which is imported as LNG. Only 16% of the country’s energy needs are met from indigenous 
sources (including nuclear power). Japan is the third-largest oil consumer in the world behind the United States 
and China, the third-largest net importer of crude oil and the largest importer of both LNG and coal.  

Japan’s energy sector is dominated by private, domestic companies, with public-sector ownership largely 
limited to some municipal gas and electricity utilities, most of which are small. Oil exploration and development 
are conducted by private-sector companies with the support of the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National 
Corporation (JOGMEC) — a government agency set up in 2004 to, among other things, promote exploration and 
development of oil and natural gas deposits for use in Japan, taking over part of the operations of the now-defunct 
Japan National Oil Corporation (JNOC). New companies were formed out of the rest of JNOC’s assets, including 
Inpex and Japex, and were then privatised, though the Japanese government maintains a small equity stake in each 
firm. All of Japan’s oil refineries are privately owned. Distribution of oil products is conducted solely by private-
sector companies, including foreign companies. The latter’s share of the market has grown in recent years with the 
easing of regulatory restrictions.  

The natural gas industry is also largely in private hands. The majority of gas is imported by Japan’s 
electricity companies for power generation. These utilities, and some large industrial users, import their gas 
independently from the city gas industry. Electric utilities also supply LNG to other new entrants to the gas 
market. The city gas industry is fragmented into more than 200 vertically integrated regional companies, the bulk 
of which are privately owned. The four major gas utilities — Tokyo Gas, Osaka Gas, Toho Gas and Saibu Gas — 
supply about three-quarters of the total gas market. There are also over 1 600 small, community gas utilities. 
Although most pipelines in Japan are owned by gas utilities, some power utilities and domestic gas producers own 
pipelines as service providers. 

Japan’s electricity sector is comprised of ten vertically integrated electricity utilities (VIUs) covering all the 
geographic regions of Japan, one large wholesale supplier, J-Power, and numerous other wholesale suppliers, 
municipal utilities and auto-generators. The biggest generators are Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), 
Kansai, Chubu, Kyushu, Tohoku and J-Power.  

Market reforms have been implemented progressively in the Japanese gas and electricity sectors since the 
mid-1990s, though at a slow pace compared with most other OECD countries. At present, around 60% of both 
markets have been liberalised, i.e. sales to final consumers who are free to choose their supplier. But actual 
switching rates remain very low, especially among medium-sized customers. There are some legal requirements 
on VIUs to unbundle their networks and system operation from other activities, but full structural unbundling is 
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not required. Responsibility for governance of the electricity and gas sectors lies with the Ministry of Economy, 
Trade and Industry (METI); the Electric Power System Council of Japan (ESCJ) — an independent, private and 
non-profit body made up of the VIUs, independent power producers and suppliers (PPS), other wholesale 
electricity companies and representatives from the academic world — is responsible for establishing rules for 
access to the transmission grid and to enhance market transparency. 

Prices, taxes and support mechanisms 

There are no price controls on oil products or coal in Japan. Electricity and gas prices in the non-liberalised 
sector are regulated, as are network charges to suppliers in the liberalised sector. All fuels and energy services are 
subject to a general consumption tax (akin to a value-added tax) at a flat rate of 5% (4% national, and 1% 
prefectural), as well as excise and other taxes at different rates according to the fuel. 

Table 19.1. Energy-related taxes in Japan, 2001 and 2009 

Fuel Formal incidence Units 2001 2009 Exemptions 

Tax on unleaded 
gasoline National gasoline tax per litre 48.6 48.6 Aviation, diplomats, heating, 

gasoline used as solvent  Local gasoline tax per litre 5.2 5.2 

Delivery tax Light oil per litre 32.1 32.1 Agriculture, forestry, fishing, 
mining. 

LPG tax LPG used for transport per kg 17.5 17.5 Exports; LPG used as heating 
fuel or in manufacturing. 

Petroleum and 
coal tax 

Natural gas and 
imported LPG  per kg 0.72 1.08 Exports; fuel oil used in 

agriculture, forestry or fishing;  
naphtha and gaseous 
hydrocarbons used as raw 
materials for production of 
petrochemicals and ammonia. 

 Crude oil, imported 
petroleum products per litre 2.04 2.04 

 Coal per kg — 0.70 

Aviation fuel tax Domestic use per litre 26 26 Central and local governments, 
international air transport 

Power-resource 
development tax Sales of electricity per kWh 0.445 0.375 None 

Source: OECD, Environmental Performance Review – Japan, OECD Publications, Paris, November 2010, based on data 
from the Government of Japan. 

A petroleum and coal tax is levied on sales of oil products, natural gas and coal in Japan (Table 19.1). 
Gasoline, diesel fuel, and LPG are subject to additional, specific excise taxes; a local road tax is also levied on 
gasoline, the revenues from which are used to finance road construction and maintenance.1

The government funds directly the costs of maintaining publicly owned emergency oil stocks, which are 
managed by JOGMEC. There is no levy on oil sales or on the oil industry to cover these costs.  

 In the case of diesel 
fuel, the consumption tax is applied to the price before a delivery tax is added. Domestic aviation fuel is also taxed 
to finance airport construction. Electricity sales to households and businesses carry a Power Source Development 
Tax, which is intended to finance measures to support new sources of power generation, nuclear power research 
and development and other activities. Tax rates on fossil fuels have remained unchanged in nominal terms since 
2001, except for crude oil, natural gas, LPG, and coal. Exemptions apply to many end uses. 

Japan has long been a world leader in energy research and development. The government provides direct and 
indirect support to this activity, which is seen as a vital element in increasing the country's energy security and 
reducing carbon-dioxide emissions. Direct public spending on energy research as a percentage of its GDP is the 
largest in the OECD. The bulk of this funding goes to nuclear power. 

                                                      
1 Revenues from the national gasoline tax were also used to finance road construction and 

maintenance until FY2008.  
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Data documentation 

General notes 
The Japanese fiscal year runs from 1 April through 31 March of the following year. Following OECD 
convention, fiscal-year data are assigned to the closest calendar year; hence data covering the period 
April 2009 through March 2010 are reported as “2009” in the database. 

Producer Support Estimate 

Price Support on Sales to Electricity and Non-Ferrous Industries (data for 1982-1999) 

For many years, large Japanese consumers of domestic thermal coal paid a price for that coal well 
above the world market price. 

The value of the associated transfer was estimated by the IEA by multiplying the quantity of domestic 
thermal coal consumed (expressed in thermal-equivalent terms) by the difference between the imported 
thermal-coal price (obtained from customs statistics) and the average delivered price of domestic 
thermal coal delivered to electric power stations. We allocate the full value of the transfer to bituminous 
coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_05 

Price Support on Sales to Steel and Coke Industries (data for 1982-1990) 

For many years, through 1990, large Japanese consumers of domestic coking coal paid a price for that 
coal well above the world market price. 

The value of the associated transfer was estimated by the IEA by multiplying the quantity of domestic 
coking coal consumed (expressed in thermal-equivalent terms) by the difference between the imported 
coking-coal price (obtained from customs statistics) and the average delivered price of domestic coking 
coal delivered to steelmakers. We allocate the full value of the transfer to bituminous coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_06 

Grants for Modernising Coal Pits (data for 1982-1999) 

These grants were given generally to help improve the efficiency and general working conditions in 
underground mines.  

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_01 

Grants for Stabilising the Coal Industry (data for 1982-1999) 

These were given generally to help stabilise individual coal-mining companies’ accounts, thereby 
smoothing contraction of the industry.  
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We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal. 

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_02 

Grants to Improve Safety Conditions (data for 1982-1999) 

These grants were given to coal-mining companies’ to help them finance safety improvements in 
underground mines. 

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_03 

Grants for Paying Off Interest on Loans (data for 1987-1997) 

These grants were given to coal-mining companies to help them meet the interest charges on loans used 
to finance stockpiles of surplus coal. 

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal. 

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_04 

Natural-Gas Exploration Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This measure aims at promoting natural-gas exploration by mining companies.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_11 

Oil-Prospecting Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This measure supports geological surveys abroad.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_12 

Oil-Refining Rationalisation Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This programme assists the development of advanced oil-refining technologies.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_13 
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Oil Product Quality Assurance Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This measure supports the analysis of petroleum products and development of analytical techniques.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_14 

Large-Scale Oil Disaster Prevention Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This programme supports the construction and maintenance of oil fences and their transport in 
emergencies.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_15 

Consumer Support Estimate 

Promotion of Natural-Gas Use Subsidy (data for 2007- ) 

This programme helps private firms convert coal-burning facilities to natural gas-burning ones.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_16 

General Services Support Estimate 

Regional Aid to Coal-Mining Districts (data for 1982-1999) 

These grants were intended to help general economic development in depressed coal-mining districts.  

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_07 

Grants for Worker Retraining (data for 1982-1999) 

These grants helped to pay for the retraining of coal miners made redundant by reductions in coal 
output.  

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal.  

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_08 
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Grants to Offset Costs of Closing Collieries (data for 1982-1999) 

These refer to payments made to workers who were made redundant as a result of the closing of coal 
mines.  

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal. 

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_09 

Grants to Help Pay for Subsidence Damage (data for 1982-1999) 

These grants were given to the Coal Mine Damage Corporation for the purpose of dealing with the 
restoration of environmental damage arising from coal mining undertaken in the past. 

We allocate the value of the grants entirely to bituminous coal. 

Sources: IEA (1988), IEA (various years). 

Tag: JPN_dt_10 

Subsidy for Oil-Refining Technology Programmes (data for 2007- ) 

This measure promotes joint research with oil-producing countries on oil-refining technologies.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_17 

Subsidy for Structural Reform Measures (data for 2007- ) 

This programme assists business diversification and other structural reform measures by oil distributors.  

Sources: IEA (2008), OECD. 

Tag: JPN_dt_18 
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Sources 

Policies or transfers 

IEA (various years), Coal Information, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

IEA (1988) Coal Prospects and Policies in IEA Countries: 1987 Review, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

IEA (2008) Energy Policies of IEA Countries: Japan 2008 Review, OECD Publishing, Paris. 

Energy statistics 

IEA (2011), Energy Balances of OECD Countries, International Energy Agency, Paris. 
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